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Chapterr  3 

Locall  foraging and limited 
mobility ::  Dynamics of a 
size-structuredd consumer 
population n 

Tobiass vanKooten, André M. de Roos and Lennart Persson 
Ecology,Ecology, In press 

Abstract t 

Sizee structured population models often exhibit single generation cycles, which 
aree driven by scramble competition within a generation and size-based competitive 
asymmetryy among generations. These cycles are characterized by the dominance 
off  a single cohort and thus by a high degree of synchronization of the individual 
lif ee histories. The models, however, do not generally allow for divergence in size 
amongg individuals born at the same time. Size divergence may, for example, result 
fromm the stochasticity that arises due to local interactions between individuals and 
theirr environment and has been shown to affect the population dynamics within 
generations.. We study the effect of the size divergence that develops as a result 
off  stochasticity over many generations, considering the full population dynamical 
feedback,, including resource dynamics. The stochastic variation in our model is 
generatedd by local interactions of individuals with the environment. We vary the 
mobilityy of individuals, which regulates the strength of the local resource feed-
backk on the consumers. We find that at very high mobility our model shows a 
goodd correspondence to similar but fully deterministic models, showing the single 
generationn cycles typical for a size-structured consumer-resource interaction. In-
termediatee levels of mobility have no notable effect on the dynamics of our model 
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population.. At very low mobility, the dynamics appear to be strongly influenced 
byy stochasticity. We show that by superposition of the underlying deterministic 
dynamicss and the stochasticity induced by local interactions we can fully under-
standd the dynamics of the model. This finding leads us to conclude that while 
individuall  variability may have an impact on population structure and dynamics, 
itt does not necessarily change the deterministic interactions that determine global 
populationn dynamics. More specifically, our study highlights the robustness of sin-
glee generation cycles, showing that even at high levels of individual variability the 
populationn dynamics will intermittently exhibit patterns resembling these cycles. 

3.11 Introductio n 

Ecologistss have for a long time pointed out the importance of size or physiological 
structuree in populations (Lindström, 1955; Ebenman and Persson, 1988b). Clas-
sicall  ecological theory is based on modeling approaches that describe populations 
inn terms of density or numbers of individuals. Only recently, with the availability 
off  new analysis and simulation tools theorists have begun to rigorously explore 
thee dynamical consequences of physiological structure (Metz et al., 1988; DeRoos 
ett al., 1992; Gurney et al., 1996; McCauley et al., 1996; Murdoch et al., 1998). 
Thiss has led to a general understanding of how size-based interactions can shape 
populationn and community dynamics (DeRoos et al., 1992; Persson et al., 1998; 
Claessenn et al., 2000; De Roos and Persson, 2001; DeRoos et al., 2002). Most of 
thee models employed in these papers are based on the formalisms and algorithms 
derivedd in Metz and Diekmann (1986) and DeRoos (1989), in which a popula-
tionn is described by a frequency distribution over one or more physiological traits. 
Thee framework is based on an assumption that individuals born at the same time 
remainn identical throughout life-history, i.e. variability among such individuals 
cannott develop (Metz and DeRoos, 1992). While the models are formulated in 
termss of individual level processes, they do not consider individuals as discrete, 
independentt units. 

Anotherr method that has gained momentum since the 1980s is the individ-
uall  based simulation model (IBSM). Rather than using mathematics to arrive at 
ann acceptable simplification of natural systems, this approach relies on computer 
powerr to simulate a large number of individuals as discrete units (for references 
seee reviews by Tyler and Rose (1994) and Grimm (1999)). These individuals are 
representedd by an arbitrary number of relevant individual-level variables, such as 
age,, mass, social status, or any property important for the problem under consid-
eration.. The individual-level variables are supplemented by a set of rules defining 
thee interaction of individuals with the environment and each other. 

Inn contrast to structured population models sensu Metz and Diekmann (1986), 
thesee simulation models keep track of all individual-level variables for each in-
dividuall  separately, and are hence perfectly capable of dealing with development 
off  variation between initially similar individuals. In our paper we use the terms 
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variationn or variability to refer to such differences between initially similar in-
dividuals.. Using IBSMs, several influential papers have tackled the problem of 
howw individual variation affects life-history and population dynamics (Thompson 
ett al., 1974; DeAngelis et al., 1979; Pacala and Silander, 1985; DeAngelis et al., 
1993).. However, as stated by Tyler and Rose (1994), these papers study the within-
generationn effects of individual variation on the population size distribution. More 
recentt IBSMs do take recruitment into account (Schmitz and Booth, 1997; Dong 
andd DeAngelis, 1998; Schmitz, 2000), but do not explicitly study the effects of 
individual-levell  variation on population dynamics. Hence, a discrepancy exists 
inn that generally, individual variation is considered to be an important factor in 
populationn dynamics, but all knowledge about its influence is based on within-
generationn modeling exercises. The long-term effects of individual variation on 
populationn dynamics thus remain largely unknown. 

Inn this paper we study this relationship between individual variability and the 
globall  and local feedback via the population dynamics, on the individuals, bridg-
ingg the gap between on one hand the modeling approaches that ignore variation 
betweenn individuals and on the other hand the individual based simulation ap-
proaches.. To this end, we derive a model that is based on the approach pioneered in 
Metzz and Diekmann (1986), with the numerical integration techniques developed 
inn DeRoos et al. (1992). We adapt the model formulation to account for a one-
dimensionall  spatially structured environment. In our model, all individuals that are 
bornn at a particular time are subdivided into a fixed number of groups (schools), 
whichh move independently through this space. While this is not an individual 
basedd simulation model sensu Huston et al. (1988), the subdivision of cohorts into 
schoolss allows for variation between individuals of the same age to develop. We 
considerr the consumer-resource model studied in Persson et al. (1998) and DeRoos 
ett al. (2002) as a limiting case and starting point of our study. As schools of in-
dividualss move through space, they depress the resource locally. Since a location 
cann be populated by any number of schools, containing any number of individuals, 
spatiall  heterogeneity in the resource level develops. The life-history of individuals 
inn a school depends on the resource levels it has experienced since its birth, thus the 
spatiall  heterogeneity in the resource will cause the state of individuals (e.g. then-
reversiblee and irreversible mass) to vary. We vary the extent of this divergence by 
varyingg the mobility of the schools. We analyze how the single cohort cycles that 
characterizee the dynamics of size-structured models (Persson et al., 1998) are af-
fectedd by the variation within yearclasses that arises when mobility of individuals 
iss limited. Furthermore we look at the different growth trajectories exhibited by the 
individualss in the population, and relate these to the global population dynamics. 

3.22 Model Formulation 

Wee model the interaction between a size structured consumer and a resource fol-
lowingg the approach developed in Persson et al. (1998) in a spatially structured 
environment.. We use the parameter set for Eurasian perch (Perca fluviatilis) that 
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iss used in Claessen et al. (2000) and DeRoos et al. (2002). For reference, all pa-
rameterss of the model are listed in table 3.1. Perch is a well-studied organism, 
andd a very common species in temperate aquatic systems throughout Europe. The 
parameterr set we use is valid for perch that occur in lakes in central Sweden. The 
growthh season for perch at this latitude is 90 days, due to low water temperature 
andd ice cover during the rest of the year. All individual level processes in the model 
aree continuous, except reproduction and movement of consumers through space. 
Reproductionn is a pulsed event, occurring only at the start of each growth season. 
Forr computational reasons we allow movement of consumers through space to oc-
curr once per day, at the end of the day. We use a structured environment which 
consistss of 40 separate resource populations interlinked in a circular fashion, cre-
atingg a discrete one-dimensional circular space. All resource compartments have 
identicall  characteristics and hence approach the same equilibrium resource density 
inn absence of consumers. Below we discuss the formulation of the three states (the 
/-state,, the environment and the population bookkeeping) used in the model. 

3.2.11 i-State Processes 

Ann individual, in this model, is characterized by its mass. We make a distinction 
betweenn reversible mass and irreversible mass (y and x respectively in table 3.1). 
Al ll  other characteristics except those related to spatial position of the individual 
cann be derived from these two quantities. Reversible mass consists of all tissue that 
iss lost during starvation. This includes fat, muscles, and gonads. Irreversible mass 
consistss of all vital organs that are never subject to starvation such as bones, heart 
andd intestines. The ratio of reversible to irreversible mass is used as a measure 
off  the condition of an individual. If the proportion of reversible mass becomes 
tooo low, individuals suffer increased mortality due to starvation. Maturation of 
individualss occurs at a fixed irreversible mass. In adult individuals, we assume 
thatt the standardized somatic mass is the irreversible mass plus a fixed fraction 
off  irreversible mass. Any reversible mass in excess of this fraction is considered 
gonadd mass. We use this standardized somatic mass for size-dependent processes 
thatt are independent of the condition of individuals (DeRoos et al., 2002). All 
individuall  level equations we use in our model are listed in table 3.2. 

Forr the resource consumption we use a type II functional response, with a 
size-dependentt attack rate and a size-dependent handling time. The attack rate is 
aa hump-shaped function of consumer standardized mass, identical to the attack 
ratee used in Persson et al. (1998), Claessen et al. (2000) and DeRoos et al. (2002). 
Handlingg time of perch decreases with standardized somatic mass, due to gape 
andd gut size increases. A discussion of the shape of the attack rate and handling 
timee functions can be found in Persson et al. (1998) and DeRoos et al. (2002). We 
assumee that a school in compartment u spends 60% of its time foraging in that 
compartment,, and 20% in each of the adjacent compartments. Biologically, this 
assumptionn reflects spatial wandering of schools on time scales smaller than we 
usee for modeling consumer dispersal (see below). Numerically, it avoids extreme 
differencess between adjacent compartments which are likely to introduce numeri-
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Tablee 3.1: Variables and model parameters for Eurasian perch (Perca fiuviatilis) 
feedingg on a zooplankton resource {Daphnia sp., length 1mm). All parameters 
exceptt Y, r, K and m refer to individual level processes 

subject t 

Consumer r 
variables s 

Season n 

Ontogeny y 

Planktivory y 

Handling g 

Metabolism m 

Mortality y 

Resource e 

symbol l 

N N 
X X 

y y 

Y Y 

wwh h 

Xf Xf 

QJ QJ 

1A 1A 

a a 
A A 
Wept Wept 

£l l 
& & 

Pi Pi 
P2 P2 
Kg Kg 

Mo o 
P-j P-j 
Qs Qs 

s s 

r r 
K K 
m m 

value e 

--
--
--

90 0 

1.8E-03 3 
4.6 6 
0.74 4 
1.37 7 
0.5 5 

0.62 2 
3.0E+04 4 
8.2 2 

5.0 0 
-0.8 8 

0.033 3 
0.77 7 
0.61 1 

0.01 1 
varied d 
0.2 2 
1.0 0 

0.1 1 
100.0 0 
3.0E-5 5 

unit t 

# # 
g g 
g g 

day y 

g g 
g g 

--
--

--
Ld" 1 1 

g g 

dg-(i+«a) ) 
--

gU-p^d-1 1 

--
--

d- 1 1 

d- 1 1 

--
--

d- 1 1 

L - 1 1 

g g 

interpretatio n n 

Conss No. in school 
Cons,, irrev. mass 
Cons.. rev. mass 

lengthh of year 

eggg mass 
maturationn size 
juvenilee max. condition 
adultt max. condition 
gonad-eggg conversion 

allometricc exponent 
maxx attack rate 
optimall  forager size 

allometricc scalar 
allometricc exponent 

allometricc scalar 
allometricc exponent 
intakee coefficient 

backgroundd rate 
additionall  juvenile rate 
starvationn condition 
starvationn coefficient 

populationn growth rate 
carryingg capacity 
wett wt 1.0mm Daphnia 

ret t 

1,2 2 
1,2 2 
3 3 
15 5 

1,2 2 
4 4 
5 5 

2,7 7 
2,7 7 

8 - 11 1 
8 - 11 1 
8,100 - 13 

1,2,6 6 

14,15 5 
1,2 2 

References::  1. Byström et al. (1998), 2. P. Byström (unpublished data), 3. Treasurer (1981), 4. Persson 
(1987),, 5. Persson and Greenberg (1990), 6. B. Christensen (unpublished data), 7. Lessmark (1983), 
8.. Karas and Thoresson (1992), 9. Kitchell et al. (1977), 10. Elliott (1976), 11. Beamish (1974), 
12.. Solomon and Brafield (1972), 13. Rice et al. (1983), 14. E. Wahlström (unpublished data), 15. L. 
Perssonn (unpublished data) 

call  artifacts. Including this assumption in the biomass zooplankton encounter rate 
leadss to the function 

T}T}uu(w)(w) = ^ A(W) P ( a ) Ru*" m (3.1) ) 
£77 = - l 

Whichh is the instantaneous biomass zooplankton encounter rate of a school j with 
standardizedd mass w, residing in compartment u. P{o) is the foraging distribution, 
withh a = {-1,0,1}  and P(a) = 0.6 if a - 0 and 0.2 otherwise, which is the 
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Tablee 3.2: The i-state model equations 
Subject t Equation n 

Standardizedd mass w(x)w(x) = x(l +qj) 

Attackk rate 

Foodd intake rate of a 

consumerr in compartment u 

Handlingg time 

Zooplanktonn encounter 

ratee in compartment u 

AA(x)(x) = A I Hi£i  e 

i7„( t / j (x)) ) 
M 3 1 )) - i + H(u;(x))»j ti(ti;(x) ) 

H(x)H(x) = Ci u>(;r)e2 

1 1 

Vu(x)Vu(x) = ^ ^ ( ^ (x )) P(cr) «U+CT m 

Energyy balance 

Acquiredd energy 

Maintenancee requirements 

Fractionn of energy used for 
growthh in irreversible mass 

EEgg(x,y)(x,y) = Ea(x) - Em(x,y) 

EEaa(x)(x) = keI(x) 

EEmm(x,y)(x,y) = pi(x + y)f>2 

7T~rr \— % if x < x f a nd Eq > 0 

(11 +qa)qa
 x J 9 

00 otherwise 

n(x,y) n(x,y) 

Starvationn mortality 

Juvenilee mortality 

Totall  mortality 

fifi ss{x,y){x,y) = i Q 
(q(q$$x/y-l)x/y-l) \fy<qsx 

otherwise e 

Hj{x)Hj{x)  — varied, Oifx>Xf 

H{x,y)H{x,y) = / i 0 +fi a(x,y) + Hj(x) 

Fecundity y F{x,y) F{x,y) 
ff kT 

II  ° 
(yy - qjx)/vJb if x > x / and y > g jx 

otherwise e 
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fractionn of foraging effort spent in compartment u + a, which has resource density 
RuRu+(T+(T.. We use the wet weight of a 1mm Daphnia individual (m) to convert the 
zooplanktonn particle density to biomass density. Thus, total instantaneous biomass 
encounterr rate is a weighted sum of biomass encounter rate in a school's present 
locationn and those adjacent to it. A(w) is the hump-shaped size-dependent attack 
ratee (Persson et al, 1998,, and see table 3.2 for equations). From the total energy 
intake,, the basic metabolic costs are subtracted first. Any surplus energy intake 
thatt is left after individuals cover their basic metabolic costs goes into growth. A 
fractionn of this energy is always converted into irreversible mass, independent of 
thee condition of individuals. This fraction is larger for juvenile individuals than 
forr adults, because adults allocate energy to gonads. A thorough discussion of this 
energyy allocation rule can be found in Persson et al. (1998) and Claessen et al. 
(2000).. AU ï'-state functions described above are listed in table 3.2. 

Thee attack rates, handling time and energy allocation functions together define 
thee size-based competitive relations in our model population. The parameter val-
uess in table 3.1 imply that individuals with higher irreversible mass always have 
aa higher minimum resource requirement (the resource level where total energy in-
takee equals basic metabolic requirements) than smaller individuals. Thus, at the 
parameterr settings we use, smaller individuals are competitively superior to larger 
individuals.. Persson et al. (1998) show that this is a defining element of population 
dynamicss of physiologically structured consumer-resource models. 

Reproductionn occurs once per year, at the start of the growing season. At these 
events,, all gonad mass is removed from all adult consumers, and is converted to 
offspring. . 

Wee assume that all individuals suffer a constant background mortality. Juve-
nilee individuals (individuals with standardized mass smaller than the maturation 
threshold)) suffer an additional mortality rate. Any starvation mortality comes on 
topp of this total background mortality. 

Wee model dispersal of consumers as a random probabilistic process. Once per 
dayy all schools in the population move. The exact shape of the dispersal kernel is 
chosenchosen for its computational convenience rather than its biological accuracy. The 
functionn describing this distribution is a piecewise quadratic polynomial (equation 
[3.3]).. For each school, we draw an uniformly distributed random number v be-
tweenn 0 and 3.. We use the integral of the dispersal kernel and a rescaling procedure 
(equationn [3.2]) to calculate the new location L t + i for each school. 

22 fv 

LLt+t+ ii  = Lt + Jmax int(- ƒ J(n)dn - 1) (3.2) 
66 Jn=0 
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nn < O, n > 3 

00 < n < 1, 

11 < n < 2, 

3nn + hn2 2 < n < 3. 

^^ -f+3n-n2 K n < 2, ^ ' 
2' ' 

Thiss functionn is highly similar to the normal distribution, but has the advantage 
off  having finite tails. The width of this dispersal kernel is controlled by a single 
parameter,, Jmax. This is the maximum distance a school can move from one day 
too the next. Another advantage of using this particular shape is that the integral 
inn equation [3.2] is generated by the sum of three uniformly distributed random 
variabless (for a formal proof see Papoulis, 1965). This obviously makes it very 
easyy to simulate. 

Inn this paper we study two values of the mobility of individuals, which we in-
dicatee as limited (Jmax = 10) and low (Jmax = 1) mobility. At limited mobility, 
individualss can move a maximum distance of 1/4 of the total size of the environ-
mentt in one movement step. However, the chance of this occurring is approxi-
matelyy 0.001 per school per movement step. The average distance (independent of 
thee direction) a school travels in one movement step is 2.7 compartments. At low 
mobility,, each school has a 2/3 chance of staying where it is per movement event, 
andd the average distance traveled is 1/9 compartment. 

Iff  we run the model with a large number of schools which all start in the same 
location,, the spatial distribution at the end of the season gives us an intuitive no-
tionn of what these Jm ax values mean in terms of mixing. For limited mobility 
(Jmax(Jmax = 10), the variance (mean squared displacement) of the spatial distribution 
afterr one season of movement is 120.56. In comparison, the variance for a uni-
formlyy distributed population is 126.79 (which is what we expect in the case of a 
well-mixedd system). Hence, while on a daily scale movement is local, the limited 
mobilityy setting leads to an almost homogeneous system within one season. For 
loww mobility (Jmax = 1), the variance is only 12.18, indicating that the distribu-
tionn is far from uniform. The interaction between individuals and the environment 
att low mobility is local even on the timescale of seasons. 

Too confirm that our model is analogous to its non-spatial ancestors (such as 
Perssonn et al., 1998), we have constructed an approximation of such a well-mixed 
system,, by setting the mobility parameter to a very high value (Jm ax = 100). 
Thiss leads to a completely random redistribution of schools over space at each 
movementt occasion, a so-called mean-field approximation. While the effect of 
thee consumer on the resource is local, the consumers spend so littl e time in one 
locationn that the local feedback of the resource on the consumer is lost. This 
parameterr setting should result in dynamics that approach those of the non-spatial 
model,, and thus allows us to link our model directly with existing theory for the 
dynamicsdynamics of size-structured populations. 
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3.2.22 The Environment 
Eachh resource grows according to semi-chemostat dynamics, as described in Pers-
sonn et al. (1998). Semi-chemostat dynamics is presumed to be an appropriate 
descriptionn for a resource population with small sizes that are invulnerable to pre-
dation.. We further assume diffusive flow between resource compartments. Thus, 
resourcee dynamics for compartment u are given by 

^^ = r(K - i ^ ) 4- £ > ( iW + Ru-i ~ 2#«) 
at at 

--  P(*)R» £ y * W f > , 0.4) 

wheree Au_f f = {k | school k is in compartment u — a} 

Thee first term in equation (3.4) describes the dynamics of the edible fraction of 
aa Daphnia population (semi-chemostat dynamics). This formulation of resource 
dynamicsdynamics is identical to that used in Persson et al. (1998), Claessen et al. (2000) 
andd DeRoos et al. (2002). The second term is the discretized diffusion process 
off  resources between adjacent compartments, which is controlled by the diffusion 
parameterr D (we assume D = O.Old-1). The last term is the total consumption by 
thee consumer population. A(w), H(w), and r)i(w) are the size-dependent attack 
rate,, handling time, and intake rate, respectively (equations are listed in table 3.2). 
Thee set A u_a gives the subset of all schools that forage in compartment u from 
compartmentt u — a. Summing over all schools j in Au-a for a = {-1,0,1}  gives 
thee total resource consumption in compartment u. Note that since we assume a 
circularr space, u is only a relative index. 

3.2.33 Population Bookkeeping 
Consumerss are assumed to feed, grow (or shrink in case of starvation) and die 
continuously,, but reproduce only at the start of a growth season in a sharply pulsed 
event.. Furthermore, movement of schools through the environment is a discrete 
probabilisticc process. The model is thus a combination of a continuous dynami-
call  system, describing growth and survival of the consumers and production and 
consumptionn of the resource during the growth season, and a discrete map de-
scribingg the movement and reproduction of consumers. Numerically, the model 
cann be studied using the EBT (Escalator Boxcar Train) framework (DeRoos et al., 
1992;; Persson et al., 1998). The EBT method is specifically designed to handle 
thee numerical integration of the equations that occur in physiologically structured 
models.. Below follows a description of how the EBT method is applied to keep 
trackk of the consumer population in our model. 

Thee pulsed reproduction process ensures that there exists a natural subdivision 
off  the population into cohorts of individuals. At the beginning of each growth 
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season,, all gonad mass is removed from all adults, and converted to a number of 
offspring,, which make up a cohort or yearclass. These newborn individuals are 
allocatedd to a fixed number of newly formed schools, which are added to the pop-
ulation.ulation. In the current study, we add 100 newborn schools per reproduction event, 
irrespectivee of the number of offspring involved. Tests where we varied this num-
berr have shown that 100 is large enough to allow for variation between schools, but 
stilll  computationally feasible. All newborn individuals are identical in all respects 
exceptt their location in space. Each new school is assigned a random initial loca-
tion.. In the similar models studied previously (Persson et al., 1998; Claessen et al., 
2000;; De Roos and Persson, 2001; DeRoos et al., 2002), all newborn individu-
alss are pooled into one large cohort of individuals, which are identical throughout 
theirr life-history. The introduction of schools is a modification of the EBT algo-
rithm.rithm. By breaking each reproductive pulse into independent schools, we allow 
life-historyy variation between individuals of the same age to develop. While varia-
tionn between schools may develop, within schools all individuals are identical, and 
remainn so for the duration of their life. 

Thee discrete nature of the population distribution in the i-state space allows 
uss to describe each school with a set of differential equations. For each school in 
thee population, we need one differential equation to describe the change of each 
/-statee variable, and an additional one that describes the number of individuals in 
thee school. The dynamics of the entire consumer population, both in terms of 
itss abundance and its composition, can be followed throughout the growth sea-
sonn by numerically integrating this system of ordinary differential equations for 
eachh cohort separately. Changes in the resource population are calculated by si-
multaneouslyy integrating equation (3.4). At the end of each day, the integration is 
interrupted,, and the movement of schools of consumers is processed. 

Overall,, the simulation of physiologically structured populations thus involves 
thee numerical integration of a (large) system of ordinary differential equations, 
whichh is extended in dimension at the beginning of each season with a concurrent 
resett of some of the variables. The dimension of the system is reduced whenever 
thee number of individuals in a given cohort has become negligible, at which time 
thee differential equations for such a cohort are removed. 

3.33 Results 

Thee population dynamics of the mean-field model (as approximated by Jmax = 
100,, Fig. 3.1) show the typical single cohort cycles which are discussed in detail 
byy Persson et al. (1998). Reproduction occurs in large bursts, once every seven 
yearss for the parameters used in figure 3.1. The newborn cohorts reduce the re-
sourcee to such low levels that they themselves barely survive, and all larger indi-
vidualss in the population starve and die. Scramble competition for food leads to a 
veryy slow increase in size of individuals in these yearclasses. Death in these large 
yearclassess occurs due to background mortality. This leads to a gradual release of 
scramblee competition, since there are less and less individuals to share the avail-
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ablee food with. Body growth speeds up as the number of individuals decreases. 
Duringg their sixth year, the individuals reach maturation size, and start allocating 
masss to gonads. At the first possible occasion -their seventh birthday- reproduc-
tionn takes place, a new dominant cohort monopolizes the resource, and the cycle 
startss again. When juvenile background mortality (jij)  increases, the decrease in 
numberss speeds up, which causes a quicker release of competition. Eventually, the 
timingg of maturation shifts over a year-boundary. When this happens, individuals 
cann reproduce one year earlier, and the length of the cycle shortens by one year. 
Hence,, we expect a pattern of stepwise decrease in the period of the cycle, until 
att a certain juvenile background mortality, individuals mature within one growth 
season,, and reproduce when they are one year old. When mortality increases even 
more,, the population eventually goes extinct. 

Thee above shows the pivotal role of the juvenile mortality parameter /ij in 
shapingg the dynamics of size-structured consumers. Juvenile mortality is also a 
parameterr for which we have no empirically determined value. Such a value is 
hardd to obtain, since it represents all mechanisms (predation, disease, etc.) that 
makee juvenile individuals more likely to die than adults. In this paper we focus 
onn the relation of decreasing single cohort cycle length with increased juvenile 
mortality.. This relation is well-documented for similar systems (Persson et al., 
1998;; De Roos and Persson, 2001; DeRoos et al., 2002) and is clearly present in 
ourr mean-field approximation. Based on this similarity we conclude that our model 
resultss at lower mobility can be attributed to the consequences of space-induced 
individuall  variation. 

3.3.11 Limited Mobilit y 

Thee bifurcation diagram at limited mobility (Jmax = 10, Fig. 3.2A) is highly sim-
ilarr to both that of a non-spatial variant of the model and our well-mixed version. 
Figuree 3.2A is constructed by calculating timeseries for a large number of values of 
juvenilee additional mortality (/Xj). After removal of transient dynamics, the popu-
lationn is sampled at the beginning of each season, and the number of non-newborn 
individualss is plotted. Thus, the one-year cycle at high juvenile mortality shows 
ass a single dot in the graph (the population state is the same each year), the 2-year 
cyclee shows up as two points (one for the high and one for the low year), etcetera. 
Thee period of the cycles varies from one year at high juvenile mortality to a seven 
yearr cycle, identical to that in figure 3.1. Small regions of noisy and irregular dy-
namicss are located at the boundaries where the period of the single cohort cycles 
shifts.. These "interperiodic" areas are also found by Persson et al. (1998) and 
DeRooss et al. (2002), even though they use a fully deterministic model. They are 
duee to the fact that at parameter values close to the period transition, the matura-
tionn age alternates between two consecutive values. The only alternative attractor 
thatt coexists with the single-cohort cycles for a significant parameter range is the 
one-yearr cycle present at 0.044 < fij  < 0.073. Extensive examination of model 
dynamicss for the limited mobility model have revealed that there is no divergence 
inn the life-history of individuals. Apparently, limited mobility creates enough ran-
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Figuree 3.1: Single cohort cycles generated by the model with high mobility. The 
upperr panel shows the growth curves of schools, the middle panel shows the re-
sourcee dynamics and the lower panel the numbers of individuals. In the lower 
panel,, triangles represent newborn individuals, dashed lines are juveniles, and 
solidd lines indicate the number of adults in the population. Parameter settings 
forr this realisation are /Zj = 0.001 and Jmax = 100, all other parameters as in 
tablee 3.1 
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domizationn for all individuals to experience approximately the same environment 
andd thus all individuals have approximately equal life-histories. 

3.3.22 Low Mobilit y 

Decreasingg mobility to JTOacc = 1 significantly changes the dynamics of the pop-
ulationn (Fig. 3.2B). At low mobility the clear relation between juvenile mortality 
andd cycle length disappears. The bifurcation shows two qualitatively different re-
gions.. At low juvenile mortality (^j < 0.015), the dynamics appear noisy and 
aperiodic.. At higher //,-, it is more regular, and corresponds more clearly to dy-
namicss at higher mobility. The cycles with a 3-, 2-, and 1-year period can be 
clearlyy distinguished. The maximum value of fij  is also unchanged at low mo-
bility .. Below we examine in more detail the periodic dynamics at high juvenile 
mortality,, and the seemingly aperiodic dynamics at low juvenile mortality. 

Periodicc Dynamics 

Thee cyclic dynamics at /J,J = 0.03 is very similar to the dynamics expected from 
thee mean field approximation and its non-spatial archetype (Fig. 3.3 and Persson 
ett al., 1998). There is a dominant pulse of newborns that is generated every second 
yearr (t = 1,3,5,..). At lower juvenile mortality, the cycle length changes to three 
years,, and the dynamics bear the same resemblance to the mean field dynamics. 
Evenn when mobility is greatly reduced, the population dynamics exhibited by the 
modell  is roughly identical to that of the well-mixed model, indicating strong ro-
bustnesss of the mechanism that causes the single cohort cycles to the stochasticity 
inducedd by low mobility. On the individual level however, considerable variation 
iss present (Fig. 3.4). At t = 9, a large yearclass is born (marked in black in figure 
3.4).. Initially, this yearclass shows the life-history corresponding to cohort cycles, 
withh very slow growth due to low resource levels. Over time, the number of indi-
vidualss drops and the resource recovers, speeding up individual growth. This leads 
too a roughly exponentially shaped initial growth trajectory. Over time, variation 
betweenn schools increases. At the age of 2 years (t = 11) the cohort is mature, 
andd produces a new large recruitment pulse (again marked in black in figure 3.4). 
Thiss new yearclass again depresses the resource to a low level. The high juvenile 
mortalityy and high local variation in resource density ensure that not all the adult 
schoolss are outcompeted (figure 3.3). Instead, the growth of these adults is effec-
tivelyy stopped. Some of the adults can reproduce once more in later years, but their 
contributionn to the total reproduction is marginal. Figure 3.4 shows that although 
thee cyclicity apparent from the population dynamics (Fig. 3.3) is clearly reflected 
inn the individual life-histories, the high level of stochasticity induced by the low 
mobilityy facilitates extensive variation in life-history between individual schools 
withinn yearclasses, which leads to frequent coexistence of adults from several dif-
ferentt yearclasses. 
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Figuree 3.2: Numerical bifurcation diagram of the one year and older consumer 
population,, varying additional juvenile mortality for (A) limited mobility (Jmax = 
10)) and (B) low mobility (Jmax = 1). The population is sampled once per year, at 
thee beginning of the season. Each dot in the graph represents a sampling occasion. 
Thee black symbols indicate the state of the system when the bifurcation is started 
att zero additional juvenile mortality and then increased, the gray symbols show 
thee same plot when mortality is reduced, starting at 0.1. For clarity, newborn 
individualss are omitted 
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Figuree 3.3: Single cohort cycles generated by the low mobility model. Parameter 
settingss for this realization are fij  = 0.03 and Jmax = 1, all other parameters as 
inn table 3.1. The upper panel shows the dynamics of the resource, the lower panel 
thatt of the consumer. The triangles represent the newborn individuals, dashed 
liness are juveniles, and solid lines represent the number of adults in the consumer 
population n 

Aperiodicc Dynamics 

Att low juvenile mortality, there is no clear fixed-length cycle that dominates the 
dynamicss (Fig. 3.5). On a longer time scale, an alternation between two dynami-
call  modes develops: irregular dynamics (t = 7 — 17 and t = 32 — 26) alternate 
withh cohort cycle-like dynamics. In the intervals of irregularity, the population 
exhibitss dynamics that appear highly stochastic. Reproduction occurs practically 
everyy year in this time span, and fluctuations in the resource are small, indicating 
thatt there is no single dominating yearclass. Eventually, a very large pulse of re-
cruitss is born, which strongly decreases the resource. Such a mass-reproduction 
eventt marks the beginning of a time interval of highly cyclic dynamics. The 
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cyclicityy eventually breaks down again due to stochasticity, until the next mass-
reproduction.. In figure 3.5, several dynamical mode-switches are present. At 
tt = 17, mass-reproduction occurs. Until t = 32, a large yearclass arises every 
fourthh year, which is clearly reflected by the strong periodicity in the resource dy-
namics.. Around year 32 the cyclicity breaks down, until at t = 36 there is again a 
strongg pulse of offspring, which outcompetes most other individuals. The dynam-
icss become more regular again, eventually leading to a type of dynamics very simi-
larr to single cohort cycles with a period of five years (from t = 47 onwards). Some 
adultss survive from one period to the next, but only in small numbers. Clearly, the 
competitivee relations that lead to single cohort cycles in better mixed models have 
aa strong influence on the dynamics, even at low mobility. 

Inn addition to the population effects, the individual level dynamics is signifi-
cantlyy affected by the induced stochasticity (Fig. 3.6). In general, a large range of 
sizess is present in the population. The size-based difference in competitive ability 
iss visible. Each newborn yearclass grows to 'catch up' with the broad band of sizes 
formedd by the rest of the population. The three yearclasses (born at t = 3, t = 20 
andd t = 35) marked in black in figure 3.6 are illustrations of the large variation 
thatt exists both within and between yearclasses. The large offspring cohort born 
att t = 3 initially grows slowly. Eventually, growth speeds up as the number of 
individualss decreases. This pattern of increasing growth rate is reminiscent of the 

timee (years) 

Figuree 3.4: Growth curves of individuals in the period 2 year cycles corresponding 
too the realization in figure 3.3. Each line depicts the growth trajectory of one school 
off  individuals. Lines end when the number of individuals in the school falls below 
1.. Parameter settings for this realization are fj,j = 0.03 and Jmax = 1, all other 
parameterss as in table 3.1. The yearclasses shown in black are representative of 
thee different life-histories experienced by individuals in the population. See text 
forr details 
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Figuree 3.5: Dynamics of the model population at low mobility and low juvenile 
mortalityy (/Zj = 0.001 and Jmax = 1). All other parameters as in table 3.1. The 
upperr panel shows the dynamics of the resource, the lower panel that of the con-
sumer.. The triangles represent the newborn individuals, dashed lines are juveniles, 
andd solid lines represent the number of adults in the population 

growthh patterns observed in the single cohort cycles. The variation between in-
dividualss from this yearclass is small initially, but increases as growth speeds up. 
Att age 5 (t = 8), individuals from this yearclass range from 4 gram juveniles to 
122 gram adults. Eventually the individuals born at t = 3 reach a mass of up to 
166 grams, and live for up to 14 years. In contrast, individuals born in the small 
yearclasss born at t = 20 may reach up to 25 grams, and do so in a much shorter 
timee (they reach their maximum size in 6 years, as opposed to 10 years for their 
tt = 3 ancestors). Shortly after birth, large variation in mass develops between 
schoolss born at t = 20. However, before maturation this initial variation decreases 
again.. The yearclass produced at t = 35 exhibits a rather different life-history tra-
jectory.. After a very short interval of slow growth, these individuals grow quickly 
untill  reaching maturity. After maturation, some divergence in size occurs. Eventu-
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Figuree 3.6: Growth curves of individuals at low additional juvenile mortality (fj,j = 
0.001)) and low mobility (Jm ax = 1), corresponding to the dynamics shown in 
figuree 3.5. Each line depicts the growth trajectory of one school of individuals. 
Liness end when the number of individuals in the school falls below 1. All other 
parameterss as in table 3.1. The yearclasses shown in black are discussed in detail 
inn the text 

ally,, these individuals reach a maximum size of approximately 17 grams, at an age 
off  10 years. This high variation over time illustrates the whimsical environment 
thatt individuals experience. 

3.44 Discussion 

Thiss paper deals with the interaction between overall population dynamics and 
life-historyy of individuals, in particular the variation between individuals that are 
bornn at the same time. Such individuals have experienced the same global, but not 
necessarilyy local environment. In the absence of divergence between individuals 
bornn at the same time, the model predicts single cohort or generation cycles, which 
aree the most predominant type of cyclic population dynamics, according to a recent 
analysiss in Murdoch et al. (2002). This goes to show that although we use perch 
ass a model organism, our results are applicable beyond the specific field of perch 
populationn dynamics. In these generation cycles, individual life-histories become 
highlyy synchronized. The generality of our work comes from the fact that we ad-
dresss the question of how robust these cycles are against the buildup of variability 
andd the consequent breakdown of the life-history synchrony. We use the spatial 
componentt merely as a way to facilitate the stochasticity that leads to life-history 
divergencee among individuals of the same age. 
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Thee global reproduction process that we use can arguably be viewed as a rea-
sonablee approximation of the reproductive process of egg-laying species without 
extensivee parental care, where the location of a parent is not tightly coupled to 
thee place of birth of its young. More important, treating reproduction as a global 
processs prevents the formation of spatial patterns. We study the occurrence and 
effectss of divergence of initially similar individuals resulting from stochasticity. 
Thee possible spatial pattern formation associated with local reproduction would 
greatlyy complicate the mechanisms leading to the model dynamics, clouding the 
interplayy between the stochasticity-induced individual variability and the single 
cohortt cycle dynamics which is the focus of this study. 

Bothh the dynamics and the bifurcation pattern of our model correspond well 
too earlier deterministic models of size-structured populations (Persson et al., 1998; 
Claessenn et al., 2000; De Roos and Persson, 2001; DeRoos et al., 2002) when 
wee use parameter settings that approximate a well-mixed system. By reducing 
mobilitymobility of individuals we allow stochastic variation to develop. In our limited 
mobilitymobility scenario (Jmax = 10, Fig. 3.2A), we find no effect on either population 
dynamicss or the individual level. This is surprising considering the mechanism 
thatt drives the cycles. For single cohort cycles to occur, newborn yearclasses must 
depresss the resource to such low levels that the 'parent' yearclasses starve, or at 
leastt remain in a bad condition, unable to reproduce. Intuitively, this condition 
couldd be sensitive to limited mixing. When the schools that make up a yearclass 
off  newborns are not homogeneously distributed in space, some more fortunate 
schoolss of adults may survive the period of low resource availability following the 
birthh of a large offspring cohort. These surviving adults could then reproduce in 
'off-beat'' years, and in principle cause the collapse of the recruit-driven cycles. 
However,, the only effect we find on the population dynamics when mobility is 
limited,, is an increase in the duration of transient dynamics (not shown), and a 
wideningg of the interperiodic attractors at period shifts of the cycles. 

Whenn mobility of individuals is low (Jm ax = 1) the bifurcation structure of 
thee model changes considerably. It can roughly be divided into two areas. One 
characterizedd by noisy, irregular dynamics at low juvenile mortality, the other at 
highh juvenile mortality where the cyclic dynamics is still apparent. The border be-
tweenn these regions falls at the transition from 3 to 4 year cycles. All recruit-driven 
cycless with period larger than three years seemingly disappear, and cycles with pe-
riodd 2 and 3 years persist. While on a population level these cycles are similar to 
recruit-drivenn cycles, they exist despite considerable variation in the life-history of 
individuals,, and a population that consists of several yearclasses simultaneously, 
spanningg a wide range of sizes. This discrepancy between the orderly dynamics at 
thee population level and the large variation between individuals within yearclasses 
showss that differences between individuals are not always important factors in 
determiningg population dynamics, a view which is strongly advocated in several 
influentiall  papers (Huston et al., 1988; DeAngelis et al., 1993; Rice et al., 1993). 

Att lower juvenile mortality, the periodicity in the model dynamics apparently 
disappears.. However, closer analysis shows that the mechanisms that drive the 
populationn dynamics are the same as those found at high or intermediate mobility. 
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Largee newborn cohorts have a strong effect on the resource, preventing or strongly 
hamperingg the reproduction in the years following their birth. They also cause 
largee scale starvation among larger individuals. At low mobility, cycles tend to 
breakk down due to high stochasticity. Consecutively, the competitive advantage of 
smalll  individuals leads to convergence in size of individuals of (weak) offspring 
cohorts.. Eventually this culminates in a high number of adults in the population, 
whichh produce a large pulse of offspring that temporarily dominates the resource 
andd thus population dynamics. 

DeAngeliss et al. (1993) study the influence of stochasticity in growth rates of 
individualss on the dynamics of a fish cohort. They show that stochastic perturba-
tionn of these rates over time per se has no significant effect on the developing size 
distributionn of the cohort. However, if the stochastic variation is correlated posi-
tivelyy with size {i.e. larger individuals on average have a larger growth rate), then 
thee cohort size distribution significantly widens. In our current work, we assume 
aa positive relation between attack rate and size for the entire juvenile size range. 
Hence,, in this respect, our model corresponds to that of DeAngelis et al. (1993); 
Whenn food is not limiting, larger individuals grow faster than smaller individuals. 
However,, we consider the complete population dynamical feedback loop, includ-
ingg the resource dynamics. In our model, while a larger size is generally associated 
withh a larger attack rate, it is by no means a guarantee for faster growth. Realized 
growthh rates of individuals depend crucially on the resource density that individu-
alss encounter. In previous work (Persson et al., 1998; de Roos and Persson, 2003) it 
hass been demonstrated that this population dynamical feedback loop plays a defin-
ingg role in shaping multi-generational population dynamics, and in this study we 
showw that the same feedback is a strong regulatory force in intra-cohort dynamics 
andd variation as well - even when mobility of individuals is strongly limited. 

DeRooss et al. (2002) and Rice et al. (1993) study the effects of flexible habitat 
choicee of a size-structured consumer population. In addition to a large, profitable 
habitatt with high juvenile mortality, their model incorporates a small, less prof-
itablee habitat which is also less dangerous to juveniles that continuously choose 
theirr habitat based on a profitability versus mortality risk criterion. In this sys-
tem,, individual variability could in principle develop when different juveniles grow 
upp in habitats of different profitability. DeRoos et al. (2002) show that juveniles 
distributee themselves such that each habitat has approximately equal profitability. 
Thiss equal profitability is attained through the effect of these juveniles on the re-
sourcee density. Hence, in their model, the occurrence of individual variability is 
constrainedd by the population dynamical feedback. 

Ourr results show a similar effect, in that at low mobility and mortality, it is the 
accumulationn of variation between individuals that eventually leads to a large pulse 
off  offspring, which synchronizes population dynamics and reduces variability. In 
otherr words, the individual variability not only affects the population dynamics, it 
cann actually be considered to amplify the effect of the population dynamical feed-
backk loop to such an extent that it eventually resets the variability in the consumer 
population.. Our intuitive expectation that individual variability would weaken the 
effectss of size-based competition and hence would lead to the disappearance of 
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singlee cohort cycles is contradicted by our results. While the single cohort cycles 
doo break down, the size-based mechanisms that shape the dynamics of the popu-
lationn are to a large extent the same mechanisms that are important in non-spatial 
versionss of the model. The apparent change in the bifurcation structure of the 
modell  at low mobility can on a short time scale be fully explained in terms of the 
mechanismss that Persson et al. (1998) identify as building blocks of the single co-
hortt cycles. On a longer time scale a new phenomenon appears in the dynamics. A 
dynamicall  pattern similar to single cohort cycles gradually becomes less regular, 
accompaniedd by an upward trend in the number of adults in the population. This 
eventuallyy leads to strong recruitment and a temporary reinstatement of the single 
cohortt cycle regime. The phenomenon can be explained by a superposition of two 
mainn components of the model, the original deterministic model and the stochas-
ticityy induced by local interactions. While the complexity of the model dynamics 
mayy seem intimidating, it can be fully understood by a combination of the model 
components.. At the parameter values we have studied, there are no new emer-
gentt properties in the dynamics of the model population. This result illustrates the 
importancee of the type of understanding that is gained by studying deterministic 
simplificationss of natural systems, as the knowledge of the mechanismss that shape 
populationn dynamics of the deterministic analogue of our model (Persson et al., 
1998),, allows us to understand the apparent complexity of the dynamics discussed 
here. . 

Onee of the features of individual based simulation models (IBSMs) that we 
havee not addressed is the fact that they often deal with small population sizes. 
Ourr analysis does not cover such situations, and hence our conclusions can not 
bee applied. In such cases, stochasticity may play a more important role than for 
thee population studied here. Another argument which is often considered a boon 
off  the IBSM approach and which is often used to advocate it, is the interaction 
betweenn individuals and the environment, which is considered on a local scale (for 
referencess see the review by Grimm, 1999). Here, we have extensively studied 
thee effects of the stochasticity induced by such local interactions in the context 
off  single cohort cycles, and we find littl e influence on the mechanisms that shape 
populationn dynamics. Although we have studied the effects of only one kind of 
stochasticity,, our results indicate that it should not be taken as self-evident that 
individuall  variability has a major impact on population dynamics and persistence 
inn all contexts. 
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